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Over 90 recipes for making professional foundations, tinted moisturizers, concealers, encounter
powders, mineral makeup, blushers, lipsticks, lip glosses, lip balms, eyeliners, lip liner pencils,
attention shadows and mascara All quality recipes come with color photos of the finished item
Detailed descriptions greater than 70 cosmetic elements and a special chapter on how to use
pigments & dyes Easy step-by-step manuals with color illustrations Simple instructions on how to
produce color cosmetics Helpful tips and techniques on how to apply color cosmetics
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Recipes for Color Cosmetics This is another excellent book from Karin Bombelli. I've most of her
publications and this is the most comprehensive. I was a bit dismayed that lots of of the recipes
were the same aside from the coloration but for a novice aesthetic formulator or a home
craftsperson, this might be excellent.We am an award winning aesthetic formulator, and I train
others to make natural cosmetics and skincare products. I take advantage of her books as my
textbooks when conducting a class because they are simple to use and the formulas are easy to
duplicate, even though you haven't made cosmetics before. A lot of info here! The only bad thing
about the book is they become if you could have two Bunsen-burners and some beakers on hand
for many projects. If I try these projects, they'll be made in small pots on a normal stove as I'd not
be making them for resale. It even acquired a chart where one can look at range of percentages
the normal ingredients would be used in. Great book If you want to make your own cosmetics, this
book as easy recipes and also more difficult recipes. I priced what it would cost to create gel
eyeliner, it was $34 in ingredients easily didn't choose the triglycerides that were just provided in a
gallon size for $68 as the tiniest size.. I wanted to make my very own mineral makeup and this
book has been the main one I keep heading back to. It has details on a lot of ingredients... Not
worth it Book is principally for the reader to get their products. Pretty awesome! I love the quality
recipes for lips and the powder cosmetics (powder eyeshadow, foundation and blush) however the
cream eyeshadow a left something to be desired.. verify the INCI name or replace with another
ingredient that does the same thing. If you are likely to make items for yourself, you might want to
look into ready produced bases you melt color and pour into containers.and I work in a lab,
therefore i think I can safely say I understand some chemistry. But other than this, the reserve is
great!I probably consider it at least once a day. Haven't attempted the cream foundations, but I
don't wear cream basis, hence the key reason why.The instructions are easy to comprehend, you
don't need to be considered a chem expert to comprehend or follow, very self-explanatory, which
means this is fool evidence.can't explain why me cream eyeshadows were a bust though :( Recipes
for color cosmetics I do such as this book... I really do hope by enough time I'm ready to make they
have a smaller size available for that item.it has great recipes .. I've attempted three different quality
recipes for the cream shadows provided in this book plus they all end up really difficult as rocks.I do
definitely not follow to a t but if you are interested in formulating your own cosmetics this reserve is
very helpful.. The cream blushes are nice aswell, but they make me break out. All the recipes
include ingredients from producing cosmetics (which is definitely reputable supplier) nevertheless, you
do not need to make special orders if you see what the specific ingredient is certainly &... You'll
save tons being able to figure out how to formulate your own bases yourself. No alternatives
whatsoever. So pleased that I purchased this book now I can put .. If you want to do this as a
business or in bulk, that is a great book. So happy that I bought this book now I can put it to use.
Excellent to make your very own cosemetics. It even gives you the step. Lots of information Haven't
made anything from the book yet and it looks like it takes a lot of other products to make lipstick
have no idea if I'll utilize it or not. It won't tell you how to mix your personal colors but it will inform
you how to make the most different types of products. This is an excellent reference book gifted a
gift for child, she had wanted this for awhile. i really do believe she is terrifically pleased with the
recipes.
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